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1. Introduction 

A quarter of the century passed since the invention of the 

simplest possible model of many-body interactions in metals, the 

so-called Hubbard model /1/ 

-t-H.::: I: -t'j l:::t~c;-a)r, ~ r 1Yl., .... 1Yl ,"_,
.l.. ,Of>, ) <T' 

where Q+,c;- ,..:l. ,' Ii are the crea tion and annihilation opera tors 

for an electron of spin E;' in the Wannier state at the i-th lat

tice site, respectively, i'i is the hopping integral, and U 

describes the electron-electron repulsion b etween two electrons 

of opposite spins occupying the ssme lattice site. In spite of 

its simplicity, all known difficu lties of the many-body problem 

appear here and very few exact results exist in the Literature /2/ • 

Many approximations have been developed to study the density of 

states - the physical characteristic, very useful in description 

of the whole class of phenomena in the physics of condensed 

matter (see e.g. 13-5 /), It is well-known that for some transition 

metals the photoemission measurements show disagreement between 

some characteristics measured in experiment and calculated within 

the one-particle scheme. Particularly, in nickel there is a sa

tellite structure about 6 eV below the Fermi level in the expe

rimental density of states, which has received much attention in 

literature (see e.g. 16/). A widely accepted point of view is 

that the satellite structure can be shown to arise from many-body 

effects within the unfilled d -band (see, e . g ., / 7,8/). It should 

be noted here that the spectroscopic measurements for copper (a 

metal with fille d d -band) especialiy angle-resolved photoemis



sion spectra are in very good agreement with the predictions of 

the band structure calculations /9/. The important main diffe

rence between copper and nickel is the position of the Fermi level. 

In copper the ce-band lies well below the Fermi level and in 

nickel a-band there are approximately 0.6 d holes per atom. In 

addition, the Fermi level lies within the energy region of large 

changes of the density of states. 

In this paper we want to investigate the influence of the 

electron correlation effects on the one-particle spectra of me

tals with realistic band structures. A convenient frame for desc

ription of these processes is the degenerate Hubbard Hamiltonian 

with contact electron-electron interactions. The problem of elect

ron correlations is usually treated in a T-matrix approximation 

/10,12,13/ or non-self-consistent second-order-perturbation 

theory (SOPT) /5 , 11 / . The self-consistent SOPT description of 

the electron-electron correlation in transition metals with mo

del uncorrelated densities of states (rectangular and semiellip

tic ones) is discussed in Ref./ 14/. Here we report on similar 

calculations performed for metals described by the canonical bee , 

canonical fcc ( oL-bands) /15/ and true nickel density of states 

/1 6/. The self-energy operator is calculated within the local 

approximation of Treglia et ale /5/ 

The organization of this paper is as fol l ows. In section 2 

we give a short recapitulation of the SOPT approach and describe 

the self-consistent procedure. In section 3 we discuss numerical 

resu.lts for the one-particle spectra, the spectral density of 

states and the self-energy curves calculated in a non-self-con

sis tent (NSC) and self-consistent (SC) way. 
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2. 	Theory 

Starting with the degenerate Hubbard Hamiltonian for d-band 

H:::::: H 0 + ~ ~ (1- b"""b,",')fYl':V, 'Yl'-H' 	 (1) 

.l., '.;)v',,>' 

~ where Ho is the band Hamiltonian and U - effective on-site 

Coulomb interaction, one 

and second order in LJ/W 

,[ (k 
I 

E)= iLUNe + 9U~ \' 
10 1. 2

N -~ t' 'Y 

where the spin index () 

can wr i te the self-energy in the first 

( W being the bandwidth) in the form 

h=.q:J1-i~ )(1- h:c)+-(1- f,--f) fq: -h-+ r , 
(2 )

E~-+- ECf+\")- E(k:r!- Eo ( if- ') 

is suppressed as we are dealing with 

the paramagnetiC case. Here, fk - is the Fermi distribution 

function for the state Ik'> of the energy E (k) , Nc::" denotes 

the number of electrons per atom and indices r'~ run over 

the first Brillouin zone of the crystal. The self-energy given 

by Eq. (2) is very difficult to calculate because of the 6 -di

mensional integrals in ~ -space. Fortunately, as it was shown 

in Ref./ 5/, the k -dependence of the self-enercy can be in the 

first approximation neglected and we find 
+=0 

.- ~ 	 \ \' '\ 9 9":2.S'f[ c1w, w::J L MJi ( k,E)'9L(E;= -UNe -r v -- N (W-"W~2.IW-,,) 
10 ~ 0<> E'\ (..)"1- (.;-2. - ~~ 

. ])(~,) J)(~2.) DU,,,;,,) , (3) 

where J)(~} is the local de ns i ty of states corresponding to the 

energy spectrum E(k) of Ho • The function N ( L:J' j W2.)W',,) combi

nes 	all ~ k' factors appearing in ~q . (2 ). 

The one-particle s pec t r a l densi ty of s t ates is given by the 
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imaginary part of the perturbed retarded Green func tion G- (k', E) 

and the quasiparticle local density of states is obtained by sum
-> -":> 

ming the imaginary part of G-(k, E'l over wave-vectors k 
Since the self-energy is -k -independent, the 3D summing over B.z. 
may be replaced by integration over energy 

+00 

.D(E')= _...L~ ( ::Do (E') dEl, 
11 J E~-2::CE) - E' (4) 

-""" 

where .Do(EJ is the local density of states corresponding to 

uncorrelated band structure e(k;. If f- is the chemical poten

tial of the quasiparticles, then at the absolute zero of tempe

rature we have (t=t:F) 
EFO 

Ne--- I DC E') cLE. (5)
10 -""'" 

To find ])(E) and Ef' in a self-consistent way we start with 

the one-electron density of states :Do CE') and calculate ~(E) 

from Eq.(3). Then, the quasiparticle local density of states and 

Fermi energy are found from Egs.(4) and (5) and used as input 

data for an iteration process carried out by Egs.(3), (4) and (5). 

3. Numerical results and discussion 

Recently, in Ref. /14/ , we have carried out the self-consis-

tent calculations of the one-particle spectra of metals described 

by s imple model uncorrelated DOS (rectangular and semielliptic). 

We have found that the additional structure on the one-particle 

spectra which can appear in the NSC approsch is smoothed out by 

the sel f -consistent process. However, real metals reveal rRther 
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complicated struc ture of DOS, so it is neces sary to verify again' 

to which extend the starting DOS is modified after including of 

the electron-electron i nte raction. 

In this paper we have numerically solved equations (3 )-(5) 

for the transition metals in the paramagnetic states using the 

canonical bec , fcc ( d -bands, only) and realistic nickel un

correlated density of states as a starting ansatz. For the cano

nical bee DOS we h ave used band filling Ne ~ 7.3 electrons/atom 

which corresponds to the iron case. For the canonical fcc DOS 

we have used Ne a9.4 electrons/atom. We have used s disc rete 

energy mesh wi th step equal to 0.02 times half the bandv,idth and 

as a check we repeated all the calculations for a step equal to 

0.01 time s half the bandwidth. No significant effect has been 

observe d. During the iteration process we have checked variations 
r- (;l U l E (.'-1) I 

in the value of the Fermi level .6 r:::p = E F - F 

and in the shape of J) (E) . e quat ion (4) 

[} U)= i. (t C· ])e. ' CE ') -.1/' - ')(E·)Y'YIL (6) 
· J JN J=i 

where the index t.. counts the iterations and N is the number 

of points of the energy lying within the band limits of J)(E). 

To terminate the iteration process we have used the conditions: 
" E(') / NC ) L. -4 u. ~ ~ hE.lf of the energy mesh and u. _ 10 whe re L is 

the number of the last iteration step. The self-cons i stency has 

been achieved after 5-15 iterations, mainly dependi ng on the 

strength of t he Coulomb interaction parameter U • 

The re sults are displayed in f i gures 1-14. The origin of 

the energy scal e is always set to t he Permi level and one half 

of the lUlcorrelat ed bandwidth W/2. is used as an energy lUli t. 
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In figures 1-3 we 

the ratios Ulvv 
uncorrelated DOS 

for the canonical 

calculated in the 

present the resulting one-particle spectra for 

equal to 0, 1/8 and 1/4 for the canonical bee 

and for u/w equal to 0, 1/8, 1/4 and 1/2 

fce and nickel starting DOS, respectively, 

NSC way. In figures 4-6 we present the same 

characteristics as in figures 1-3 except for the SC approach. We 

can observe that for small correlation strength, U/w~ 1/g , there 

are very small differences between the results obtained in the 

NSC and SC way. Furthermore, even details of the starting DOS 

are repeated on the resulting one-particle spectrum. For greater 

correlation strength, U/w= 1(Lj , general shape of uncorrelated DOS 

is unchanged but the bands become broader. For the correlation 

strength U/w= 1(2 , the differences between the NSC and SC app

roaches are significant. The results obtained within the NSC 

approach reveal the satellite-like structure far below the Fermi 

energy level - Bee figures 2 and 3. Probably, this satellite 

structures appear for a strong correlation in the NSC approach 

regardless of the shape of the uncorrelated DOS - see also re

sults for the rectangular and semielliptic uncorrela t ed DOS/5 ,14/. 

In the SC approach this satellite structure disappeared but 

still typical details of the uncorrelated DOS survived. In fi

gures 7-1 2 we present the spectral density of s tates calculated 

for the iron (canonical 6ce DO S) and nickel realistic starting 

DOS in the NSC and SC way for different values of the corre l a

tion strength. For one-electron states, the spectral dens ity of 

states reduces to a set of delta functions peaked at the corres

ponding band energies but in the presence of the electron corre

lations these peaks are shifted and broadened. Here, we plotted 
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Fig. 1. The one-particle spectrum calculated for the canonical 

bce uncorrelated DOS for different values of the 

electron correlation in NSC way. 
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Fig. 4. As figure 1 excep t 

for calculations in SC way. 
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Fig. 5. As figure 2 except 

for calculations in SC way. 
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Fig. 6. As fi gure 3 except 

for calculations in SC way. 
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Fig. 7. One-particle spectral 

density of states for canonical ~ 

Do(EJ - iron case , calculated ~, \.\, 
\ - . - 2 

in NSC way, U/w == 1/4 . 
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Fig. 8 . As figure 7 except 

for calculations in SC way. 
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Fig. 10. As figure 9 except 

for calculations in SC way. 
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Fig. 9. As figure 7 except 

for nickel 'Do Ce:) • 
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Fig. 11. As figure 9 except 

for U/W="i2.• 
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Fig. 12. As figure 11 except 
\ ............--z 11. '--.>,- ,for calculations in SC way. -J - 1. 
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the spectr al density of states for several values of 6 (k )bet

ween bottom and top of the ene r gy band. As one can see from fi

gure 7 and 11 , (the NSC approach and relatively strong electron 

correlation) the quasiparticles ars not well defined. The situa

tion fo r the results obtained in the SC way is quite different 

- f i gures 8 and 12 . Now we have we ll defined peaks (although 

rather broad for energ ies nea r the bottom of the band) and one 

can obtain from the positions of these peaks the correlated band 

structure. Note that from f i gures 8 and 12 one can deduce t he 

narrowing of the upper part of the one-particle spectrum. In fi

Gures 9 and 10 we present the spectral densities calculated for 

the r ealistic nickel starting DOS for small electron correlation. 

As expected, (see also fi gures 3 and 6 for the one-particle 

spectra) the differences in the shape of the spectral density of 

sta t es calculated in the NSC and SC way s are of minor importance 

and have a well defined peaked struc ture centered at t he correa

pondi ng uncorrelated band ene rgy levels. In f igures 13 and 14 

we present the self-e ne r eY curves (real and imaginary part s) 

calculated for the n ickel case in the NSC and SC way for two va

lues of the electron correlation streng th Lfw = 'V8 and 1/z.. 
Especially for a stronge r electron correlation the self-enereY 

calculated in the SC way has a ve ry de localized character in 

comparis on with the NSC res ults. 

In conclusion, we can say there is no additional structure 

due to the Coulomb corre lations on the one - par t icle spe c t r um 

ar is i n G f rom the canonical and real i stic uncorrelated DOS. The 

de t a i ls of the uncorrelated DOS survive on the one -particle spect

rum for t he strengt h of LYW ~0 .25. For a st ronger correl a tion 
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Fig. 13. The self-energy for ni ckel bo (E) calcula ted in NSC way. 

The full curves corresp~nd to U/w ::o 1h and broken curves 

to U/w== 1/8 • The real (imaginary) part is denoted by 

letter A(B). No te the change of scale for U/w = 'V8 • 
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Fi g. 14. As figure 13 except 

for calculations in SC way. 
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t he r esulting one-par ticle spectrum has rather structureless 

character. 
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TapaHKo P., TapaHKo 3., ManeK H. EI7-88-743 
BnHHHHe KynoHoBcKHX KoppenH~HH Ha OAHOtlaCTHtlHble 
cneKTpbl napaMarm1THbIX Me TannOB : HHKenb H lKene30 

B paMKax MOAenH XaooapAa paCCMOTpeHhl 3neKTpOHHhle Koppe
nH~HOHHble 3qxpeKTbl B nepeXOAHblX napaMarHHTHbIX MeTannax: 
HHKene H lKene3e, AnH onHcaHHH KOTOPblX Hcnonb30BaHbI peanH
CTHtleCKHe nnOTHOCTH COCTOHHHH. ITPH Hc nonb30BaHHH caMOCO
rnaCOBaHHOH TeopHH B03My~eHHH BO BTOPOM nopHAKe no napa
MeTpy pa~nOlKeHHH U/w (U - KynoHoBcKoe B3aHMOAeHCTBHe, W -
WHpHHa 30HW) nOKa3aHO, 'ITO paCCtlHTaHHhle OAHOtlaCTHqHhle 
cneKTpbI npOHBnHWT THnHqHOe nOBeAeHHe AnH HeKoppenHpOBaH
HOH nnOTHOCTH COCTOHHHH TonbKO AnH U/W ~ 0,25. UnH oonee 
CHnbHblX KynoHoBcKHX KoppenH~HH 0AHOtlaCTHqHWe cneKTpbl He 
npOHBnHIOT nOqTH HHKaKOH CTpYKTypbl H npeACKa3bIBaeMbIH paHee 
( B Heca r-lOcornaCOBaHHOM nOAxoAe)' AononHHTenbHblH nHK HCqe
3ae T. 

PaooTa BbmonHeHa B ITaoopaTopHH TeOpeTHqeCKOH ~H3HKH 
OHHH. 

Coo61l.\eHHe 06'heJlHHeHHOro HHcTHTyra JUlepHhlx HccneJlOBaHHii.lly6H8 1988 

Taranko R., Taranko E., Malek J. EI7-88-743 
Ef fects of Coulomb Correlations on the One-Particle 
Sp e ctra of Paramagnetic Transi.tion Metals: 
Nicke l and Iron 

Electron correlation effects in transition metals are 
studied within the Hubbard model for realisticlocaldensi
t y of states of paramagnetic nickel and iron. Using the 
sel f -consistent second-order-perturbation theory in U/W 
(where U is the Coulomb integral and W is the bandwidth), 
it is shown that the one-particle spectra rev eal typical 
details of the uncorrelated density o f states for U/W ~ 

~ 0.25, only. For stronger Coulomb correlations the re
sulting one-particle spectrum reveals rather structure
less behaviour, without any additional satellite-like 
s tructures p redicted by the non-self-consistent approach. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laborato
r y o f Theoretical Physics, JI NR . 
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